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New generations of ultracold-atom experi-
ments are continually raising the demand for
efficient solutions to optimal control problems.
Here, we apply Bayesian optimization to im-
prove a state-preparation protocol recently im-
plemented in an ultracold-atom system to re-
alize a two-particle fractional quantum Hall
state. Compared to manual ramp design, we
demonstrate the superior performance of our
optimization approach in a numerical simula-
tion – resulting in a protocol that is 10× faster
at the same fidelity, even when taking into ac-
count experimentally realistic levels of disor-
der in the system. We extensively analyze and
discuss questions of robustness and the rela-
tionship between numerical simulation and ex-
perimental realization, and how to make the
best use of the surrogate model trained during
optimization. We find that numerical simula-
tion can be expected to substantially reduce
the number of experiments that need to be
performed with even the most basic transfer
learning techniques. The proposed protocol
and workflow will pave the way toward the
realization of more complex many-body quan-
tum states in experiments.

1 Introduction
Recent advances in quantum simulation platforms
based on ultracold atoms in optical lattices [1, 2]
have allowed the creation of increasingly complex
quantum many-body states in larger systems,
necessitating improvements in state-preparation
quality and speed. Well-established approaches
like adiabatic ramping [3], manual mapping of the
quantum many-body gap [4], and optimal control
techniques [5–8] have allowed experimental access
to exciting new phenomena, such as magnetic and
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topological states [4, 9–11].
In recent years, machine learning methods, such as
reinforcement learning [12, 13], have emerged as a
powerful tool for quantum optimal control (QOC)
applications. Bayesian optimization (BO) [14, 15],
an alternative machine-learning approach, has been
used to generate efficient protocols for fast creation
of high-particle number Bose-Einstein conden-
sates [16, 17], cooling in magneto-optical traps [18],
and state preparation [19, 20]. In these works, an on-
line optimization loop is formed between the learner,
and either an experimental setup or numerical simu-
lation. The resulting optimized protocols have been
demonstrated to compare favorably to manual ramp
design [17] and other optimization techniques, such
as differential evolution and Nelder-Mead [20–22].
BO is well suited to these tasks featuring experimen-
tal disorder or low repetition rates, as it typically
requires fewer iterations, than e.g., methods based on
gradient descent, and training is robust to moderate
noise.
In this work, we use an exact-diagonalization (ED)
simulation and apply BO to prepare a few-body
fractional quantum Hall (FQH) state which has
recently been realized in an ultracold-atom experi-
ment [4]. This allows us to compare the optimized
result to a protocol that is manually designed and
has been implemented in practice. We extensively
investigate how taking disorder in the experimental
system into account changes the optimal strategy
and how to engineer effective control paths in a noisy
environment. Based on this analysis, we explore how
exploiting classical simulation resources can boost
efficiency by reducing experimental costs. From this,
we motivate a general optimization strategy, which
we believe to be applicable to any experimental sys-
tem in which classical simulation is available in some
capacity. These include not only the preparation of
the Laughlin state [23], which acts as our benchmark,
but also other current issues including challenging
state preparation, such as the realization of quantum
spin liquid states [24], and cooling in Fermi-Hubbard
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type systems [25, 26].
In contrast to other optimal-control applications
realizing a phase transition [20], e.g., the superfluid
to Mott-insulator transition [10, 19, 27, 28], the
FQH problem features a topologically non-trivial
target state prepared by tuning a larger number of
control fields (4 vs 1-2) to be optimized over time.
This more demanding problem can shed light on
the prospects of machine-learning-optimized state
preparation, entering a regime where simple linear
ramping is impossible and an optimized protocol’s
robustness and generality become primary concerns.
To determine whether BO is a tool fit to tackle these
challenges, our work proceeds as follows: We discuss
our optimization strategy and investigate the exper-
imental setting motivating our work by comparing
experimental data to ED simulation. In the core
part of our work, we apply BO to the simulated
system and thoroughly investigate the performance
of optimized ramping protocols regarding fidelity,
speed, and robustness to disorder. We conclude
with a proposal that we believe will facilitate the
creation of more complex states in the system under
investigation and also act as a general tool to boost
efficiency in QOC applications going beyond this
specific system.

2 Optimization Strategy
In this work, we implement a BO training loop as
illustrated in Fig. 1. Gaussian processes (GP) [29]
are used as a surrogate model of the cost function or
figure of merit of ramping protocols over the entire
parameter space. For details about BO and our im-
plementation, the reader is referred to Appendix A.
Fig. 1 also shows the proposed optimization strategy
to be used in experiments. The strategy is focused
on making use of the trained surrogate model and
numerical simulation to reduce experimental costs.
We develop this strategy in the following sections.

3 Experimental Setting
Our application of BO is focused on the state-
preparation problem of a bosonic two-particle FQH
state recently realized in experiment [4]. The exper-
iment features a ramp protocol, adiabatically1 trans-
forming an initial state of two pinned particles into
the delocalized FQH state. To achieve this, four
global lattice parameters in the interacting Harper-

1In the context of optimization, we consider an adiabatic
protocol to be any strategy aiming to minimize losses of the
target-state population by limiting the ramp speed to the max-
imum set by the inverse of the many-body gap.
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Figure 1: Optimization Strategy: (top) Illustration of the
Bayesian optimization training loop. The experiment or nu-
merical simulation acts as a black-box function, providing a
quality measure for a given ramping protocol. Based on eval-
uations of this function, the BO learner builds a surrogate
model of the cost landscape and suggests the next protocol
to implement. (bottom) Proposed optimization strategy ex-
ploiting numerical resources to boost optimization efficiency
in the experiment. Depending on the task at hand, several
avenues with varying experimental costs may be explored.
The most straightforward way is to directly implement the
optimization result obtained from simulation in the exper-
iment, requiring only a single evaluation of the protocol’s
quality. On top of this, the BO surrogate model can provide
a sensitivity analysis that can be exploited to manually cal-
ibrate only the most sensitive protocol parameters in ∼ 10
experimental evaluations. Finally, when substantial adapta-
tion to the experimental setting is necessary, online optimiza-
tion can be performed in ∼ 100 to ∼ 1000 iterations directly
with the experiment. Transfer-learning approaches can lever-
age numerical resources to accelerate training significantly,
e.g., by initializing the surrogate model used for training in
the experiment with training data from the simulation. The
prospective reduction of the number of cost-function evalua-
tions in the experiment is crucial in the context of optical lat-
tice systems where typical snapshot-based detection schemes
require many experimental runs to determine an accurate fig-
ure of merit. In this work, we highlight and motivate these
three scenarios by comparing the numerical simulation of an
idealized system to a more realistic description of the experi-
mental setting that takes experimental disorder into account.

Hofstadter model [30–32]

Ĥ = − tx
∑
x,y

(eiϕyâ†
x,yâx+1,y + H.c.) + ∆x

∑
x,y

x n̂x,y

− ty
∑
x,y

(â†
x,yâx,y+1 + H.c.) + ∆y

∑
x,y

y n̂x,y

+ U

2
∑
x,y

n̂x,y(n̂x,y − 1)

(1)
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Figure 2: Experimental Ramp: (a) Experimental ramping
protocol for the 4 lattice parameters adapted from [4]. (b) Fi-
delity w.r.t. the instantaneous ground state throughout
the ramp. The ED simulation is compared to experimen-
tal data [4]. The color-coded lines in the background show
the energy levels E − E0 of Ĥ(t) and their respective occu-
pation during the simulated ramping protocol. Here, E0 is
the instantaneous ground-state energy. Before tx is turned
on at T = 60 τ , the system is effectively one-dimensional,
since all particles are initialized in the 1st column of the 4×4
lattice and there is no coupling in x-direction. In this regime,
we define the fidelity wrt. this 1D system to avoid spurious
drops to F ∼ 0 when ∆x < ∆y caused by the initial-state
geometry.

are varied independently over time: (i, ii) the tunnel-
ing strengths tx,y in x- and y-direction and (iii, iv)

the chemical potential gradients ∆x,y. Here, â
(†)
x,y is

the bosonic annihilation (creation) operator at site
(x, y) and n̂x,y = â†

x,yâx,y is the particle number op-
erator. The tunneling phase ϕ/2π = 0.27 is constant
throughout this work, corresponding to the Laughlin-
like state [23] at the fractional filling ν = 1/2, where
ν is the filling factor. This target state is realized
in the flat lattice ∆x = ∆y = 0, at equal tunneling
amplitudes tx = ty = ℏ/τ . We fix the value of the
tunneling amplitudes in the target state as our unit
of energy while the tunneling time τ acts as the unit
of time. In the experiment, τ = 4.3(1)ms [4]. Finally,
the on-site repulsion is fixed to U = 8 ℏ/τ .
The ramping protocol used in the experiment was de-
vised by mapping out the many-body gap over the
four-dimensional parameter space and manually iden-
tifying a path that avoids a gap closing. In addition,
the tunneling tx in x-direction is only turned on in
the latter half of the experimental protocol to reduce
the effects of Floquet heating [33] resulting from the
synthetic magnetic field engineered in the experiment.
The protocol is illustrated in Fig. 2. It serves as the
primary benchmark in this work – representing the
capabilities of sophisticated adiabatic ramp design.
The quality of a ramp is quantified by the fidelity

F = |⟨ψfinal|ψ0⟩|2 , (2)

where |ψfinal⟩ is the state after the preparation pro-
tocol, and |ψ0⟩ is the ground state of Ĥ at the target
parameters tx = ty = ℏ/τ and ∆x = ∆y = 0. This
is a good figure of merit since it is experimentally
accessible by inverting the ramp and measuring the

fraction that has returned to the initial state using
snapshots in the number basis. For the experimental
protocol it was measured to be F = 43(6)% [4].
In Fig. 2, we compare the experimental data to an
ED time-evolution simulation. Even though the
simulation is performed at zero temperature, does
not take into account any lattice defects, and does
not model the Floquet sequence employed in the
experiment – instead simulating the unperturbed
effective Hamiltonian – the fidelity-loss over time
(see Fig. 2b)) shows qualitative agreement with the
experiment. The fidelity of F = 53.5% observed
in the simulation is not much higher than the
value reported in the experiment. This supports
non-adiabatic losses to excited states during the
state-preparation protocol as the leading source of
fidelity loss, providing a promising foundation for
ramp optimization.

4 Optimization
For each lattice parameter, we parametrize the time-
dependent ramp by Ns linear segments of equal
length. Fixing the initial and target parameters to
be the same as in the experiment leads to a BO prob-
lem with 4 × (Ns − 1) parameters. Motivated by the
experimental conditions and concerns about Floquet
heating, we limit the search space to

0 ≤ tx/y ≤ 1.2 ℏ/τ and − 4 ℏ/τ ≤ ∆x/y ≤ 4 ℏ/τ ,
(3)

which corresponds to a Floquet regime that minimizes
excitations to higher bands and achieves efficient
dynamics. Specifically, the range for tx/y is chosen to
limit the broadening of heating channels [33], as its
strength is determined by the driving amplitude. We
start ramping tx and ∆x only after passing the time

T
(0)
x = 0.6 T where T is the total ramp time. In sum-

mary, the optimizer may choose the values of ty and

∆y at times T
(1)
y = T/3 and T

(2)
y = 2 T/3, and the

values of tx and ∆x at times T
(1)
x = T

(0)
x +(T−T (0)

x )/3
and T

(2)
x = T

(0)
x + 2 (T − T

(0)
x )/3.

After training with 500 iterations, BO identifies an
optimal ramp with F = 94.5% as illustrated in Fig. 3.
Interestingly, the protocol is qualitatively similar
to the one used in the experiment. As depicted
in Fig. 3, it achieves near-perfect fidelity due to
significant gains in the ground-state population
(w.r.t. the instantaneous ground state) near the
final protocol time. Such a resurgence of fidelity
has also been reported in other simulation works on
QOC applications [34]. While captured by optimal
control theory, it is outside the scope of manual
design principles, such as adiabatic ramp design,
which aim to minimize fidelity losses, but do not take
processes that can return population to the ground
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Figure 3: Optimized Ramp: (a) Optimized ramp protocol for the 4 lattice parameters. White dots show the parameter values
controlled by the optimizer at fixed points in time (vertical dashed lines). (b) Evaluated cost function at each iteration of
the BO training. The visible oscillations in the evaluated fidelity follow sweeps of the BO hyperparameter κ, which tunes the
strategy between exploration and exploitation (see Appendix A for optimization details). (c) Fidelity w.r.t. the instantaneous
ground state throughout the ramp. The color-coded lines in the background show the energy levels of Ĥ(t) and their respective
occupation during the simulated ramping protocol. All energies are w.r.t. the ground state energy which sets E = 0. Before
tx is turned on at T = 60 τ , the system is effectively one-dimensional, since all particles are initialized in the 1st column of
the 4 × 4 lattice and there is no coupling in x-direction. In this regime, we define the fidelity wrt. this 1D system to avoid
spurious drops to F ∼ 0 when ∆x < ∆y caused by the initial-state geometry.

state into account. We now turn to whether this
feature, observable in simulations, can be expected
to be robust in experimental conditions.

5 Training with Noise
To characterize robustness, and estimate the real-
world fidelity we would expect from optimized
protocols, we now model experimental disorder in
our simulation by the sum of random and harmonic
chemical potential offsets (see Appendix C). The
disorder µ is taken to be Gaussian-distributed with
mean 0 and standard deviation σ = 0.1 ℏ/τ which is
an experimentally realistic disorder level. For each
numerical evaluation of a ramp’s fidelity, we perform
time evolution with a newly sampled realization of
the disorder.
Optimization is now performed in the presence of
this disorder to represent training in an experimental
setting. To mitigate fluctuations, we take the average
fidelity of 5 disorder realizations as the cost function,
which is a typical value used in the literature [17, 20].
After training for 1000 iterations, we compare the
optimized protocol to the manually designed ramp
and the optimum found from training without
disorder in Fig. 4. The comparison is performed
over a range of disorder strengths, covering both the
clean as well as the experimentally realistic case.
Firstly, this analysis highlights the competitiveness of
the manually designed protocol and the complexity
of the state preparation problem at hand. The
experimentally implemented ramp is remarkably
robust and evaluates to F = 49(2)% at σ = 0.1 ℏ/τ ,
even closer to the experimentally measured ramp
fidelity and more than 10× the fidelity expected from
simple linear ramping.
The fidelity of the ramp optimized in noisy training
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Figure 4: Experimental Noise: Expected fidelity F of different
ramping protocols at varying standard deviation σ of the ex-
perimental disorder. The shaded areas show the low-disorder
(blue) and the experimentally realistic (orange) regime. Solid
lines show ramps trained in the presence of disorder, dashed
lines show ramps designed in the ideal system. The error bars
indicate the standard error of the mean fidelity obtained from
averaging over 100 disorder realizations. The highest fidelity
at σ = 0 is achieved by optimization in the clean system.
The highest fidelity at σ ≥ 0.1 ℏ/τ is achieved by training in
the disordered system, initialized from training in the ideal
system (‘Transfer’).

beats the fidelity of the manually designed protocol
at all investigated disorder levels. However, it is
inferior to the optimum found in training without
disorder. We conclude that the noisy evaluation of
the cost function makes training significantly more
challenging.
We confirm this by significantly increasing the
number of disorder realizations averaged over for an
evaluation of the cost function to an adaptive number
between 10 and 50 – taking more samples when the
fidelity is high (see Appendix D for more details).
Doing so boosts BO performance but still does
not reach the fidelity achieved in training without
disorder.
To reach optimum performance in the noisy environ-
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ment, we turn to our knowledge of the ideal system.
Usually, the surrogate model in BO is initialized by
picking O(10) points in parameter space at random
and evaluating the fidelity at these points. As a
rudimentary implementation of transfer learning, we
replace this random selection with a subset of the
points visited during training in the ideal system.
The most relevant points for training are chosen by a
simple heuristic algorithm according to their fidelity
(which is known for the clean system) and Euclidean
distance in parameter space. For details about the
algorithm, see Appendix E. The cost function at
the chosen points is subsequently reevaluated in the
presence of disorder to initialize the surrogate model.
With this most basic transfer-learning approach,
we reach the highest fidelity achieved in the noisy
environment with a fraction of the necessary number
of runs in the disordered system. Comparing this
protocol with the optimized result from the clean
system tells us something about the changes in the
cost landscape when disorder is included. The new
optimum in the disordered system is very close in
parameter space to that in the clean system, so we
find disorder to only lead to a slight shift in the ideal
strategy. This scenario is distinct from one realized
in a previous study [34] where the optimum location
drastically changed with the onset of disorder. For
a more detailed discussion of these two scenarios,
see Appendix F which confirms our findings as a
property of the system in question – not an artifact of
optimization – via a brute-force search and examines
a special case in our system that mirrors the scenario
in the literature.

6 Short Ramps
Thus far, we have aimed to produce ramping pro-
tocols that achieve high fidelity both in an ideal
as well as a noisy setting. The total ramp time
T has been kept fixed to that of the adiabatic
experimental protocol. However, a major advantage
of QOC techniques is that they can significantly
reduce the total protocol time while retaining high
fidelities [10, 16]. To leverage this advantage, we run
optimization with reduced final times T = 10 τ , and
T = 20 τ , i.e., 10×, or 5× shorter than the protocols
previously considered. Based on our findings in the
previous sections, we expect the global optimum
of the optimization landscape to move only a little
when introducing experimental disorder, so we chose
to work in the ideal system.
Running the optimization for 500 iterations, we
discover ramping protocols with F = 53%, and
F = 78%, respectively. The shorter protocols are
compared to the ones with T = 100 τ in Fig. 5. We
find the shortest ramp to be remarkably close to
the experimental protocol in terms of the resulting
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Figure 5: Short Ramps: (a) Ramp protocols for the optimized
ramps with final times T = 20 τ and T = 100 τ . The ramp
shown for the final time T = 100 τ is the most robust one
considered in the previous section, i.e., the ‘Transfer’ ramp
from Fig. 4. White dots show the parameter values controlled
by the optimizer at fixed points in time. (b) Fidelities of
the ramps optimized for various final times, as well as the
experimental ramping protocol (which has final time T =
100τ) at varying disorder level σ. The error bars indicate the
standard error of the mean fidelity obtained from averaging
over 100 disorder realizations.

fidelity – both in the clean as well as the disordered
system. That is, at this fixed level of fidelity,
optimization reaches a speedup by a factor of 10.
We consider the ramp resulting from the ramping
time T = 20 τ to be optimal for an experimental
implementation. While the fidelity in the disorderless
scenario is still significantly lower than for optimized
ramps with longer ramp times, we find the protocol
to be extremely robust under the introduction of dis-
order. In fact, the fidelity at the strongest considered
level of disorder σ = 0.2 ℏ/τ is significantly higher
than for any other protocol considered in this work.
Similar to previous studies [10, 34], we attribute this
result to the shorter protocol time presenting less of
an opportunity for the accumulation of errors. This
interpretation is supported by the significantly lower
standard deviation of the fidelity in the noisy setting.
At the experimental disorder level σ = 0.1 ℏ/τ , while
the mean fidelity of the T = 20 τ ramp is similar
to that of the ramp optimized for T = 100 τ , the
standard deviation is lower by more than a factor of 4.

7 Experimental Proposal
Based on the findings of the previous sections, we
propose the following strategy and best practices for
the realization of the BO approach in an experiment:
(i) Implement suggestion: Due to the advantages in
terms of speed and robustness of shorter ramping
protocols, we suggest the T = 20 τ ramp from the
previous section for an experimental realization.
Even though the training was performed on the
ideal system, we believe the scheme to be directly
implementable, as we found the global optimum
location to be relatively insensitive to disorder.
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Figure 6: GP Model: Gaussian-process model of the cost
landscape around the global optimum trained during opti-
mization of the T = 20 τ ramp. (a) The optimum ramping
protocol identified by optimization – characterized by 4 con-
trol fields at 2 time points (white dots). (b) Single-parameter
variations around the global optimum of the modeled cost
landscape with the remaining parameters fixed to their opti-
mum value. The shaded regions depict the model uncertainty
(one standard deviation), which is generally the lowest around
the global optimum. The sensitivity of the model to changes
in different parameters varies considerably. Grey, shaded re-
gions link the least (most) sensitive protocol parameter t

(1)
y

(∆(2)
x ) to the corresponding modeled optimum shape.

Direct implementation of a numerically optimized
(local adiabatic) control path has previously been
used successfully to realize few-particle crystallization
in an experiment [35].
(ii) Sensitivity analysis: Going beyond this innate
robustness, we argue that a sensitivity analysis based
on the BO surrogate model can reduce manual cali-
bration in the experiment to a few parameters. Since
BO takes an increased number of samples around the
discovered optimum, the model is very accurate in
this region and can faithfully predict the optimum’s
shape in parameter space. Thus, the surrogate model
contains accurate information about the optimum’s
sensitivity to the different parameters. When the
optimum is only slightly shifted in parameter space
by the onset of disorder, good performance can be
recovered at moderate experimental cost by manually
tuning only the most sensitive parameters.
The sensitivity analysis drawn from training the
proposed T = 20 τ ramp is depicted in Fig. 6. By
varying single parameters around the optimum, we
identify the fidelity to be much more sensitive to
tuning the global tilts than to changes in hopping
amplitudes. In particular, the GP model of the cost
function is almost completely insensitive to the value

t
(1)
y at the first time point T = 20/3 τ but sharply

peaked around the optimum value of ∆(2)
x at the

second fixed time point. By taking advantage of the
trained learner in this way, manual calibration in
the experiment can be reduced from full functional

dependencies to only a few parameters.
(iii) Transfer learning: In case sensitivity analysis
fails to recover the optimum, or the system is
intractable numerically, it becomes favorable to train
on the experiment directly. In Section 5, we have
demonstrated that making use of simulation data in
a simple transfer-learning approach can significantly
boost performance while reducing experimental costs
(represented by the number of simulation runs in
the disordered system). In Section H we also find
that finding high-fidelity state-preparation protocols
for a 4-particle Pfaffian-like state [36] on a larger
Lx = Ly = 6 lattice is made much easier by trans-
ferring the results for the smaller state obtained in
Section 4. This presents an avenue that could extend
efficiency gains to experimental systems beyond the
reach of classical simulation.

8 Discussion and Outlook
We applied a Bayesian optimization approach to opti-
mize parameter ramps for state preparation. The op-
timization scheme was demonstrated to be efficient at
finding protocols that outperform manual design not
only in an ideal system but also in the presence of sig-
nificant disorder – identifying a ramp that is both 5×
faster as well as twice as close to ideal fidelity as the
manual reference. The superior performance holds
when the training data itself is noisy, e.g., when train-
ing directly on an experiment, but at an increased cost
of training.
We propose several approaches to decrease experi-
mental costs in cases where numerical simulation of
the system is available. Namely, we demonstrated
that optimized solutions for the ideal system can
be intrinsically robust due to a significant reduc-
tion in protocol duration and the surrogate model
of the fidelity-landscape naturally provides informa-
tion about the most sensitive parameters to tune in
an experiment. The reductions in experimental cost
achievable by leveraging numerical resources are espe-
cially valuable to systems of ultracold atoms in optical
lattices, where estimating the figure of merit usually
requires many experimental snapshots.
Even when learning directly on the disordered system
representing an experiment, prior training in a simu-
lated environment was demonstrated to significantly
reduce the total cost in Section 5.
The central challenge ahead lies in extending efficient
optimization to system sizes that are not tractable us-
ing numerical simulation. Promising recent results in
this regard were obtained by Y.-J. Xie et al. [20], who
report efficient transfer of BO to iteratively larger sys-
tem sizes in a Heisenberg chain. For the FQH system
discussed here, we demonstrate good transferability to
a larger 4-particle state with different model parame-
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ters in Section H. In particular, this marks an exam-
ple, where the substantial speedup offered by proto-
cols optimized using machine learning can allow the
preparation of a more complex quantum state within
the already available coherence times of contemporary
ultracold-atom experiments.
By using either such a transfer-learning approach
or alternative schemes merging several FQH plaque-
ttes [37], we expect the optimized protocols developed
here to be instrumental in realizing larger FQH states,
such as the Pfaffian state, and different filling factors.
The more general optimization strategy, we believe to
be widely applicable to boost experimental efficiency
and improve the interface between classical and quan-
tum simulation.
Data and Code Availability – The data

presented in the figures is available at
https://github.com/TizianBlatz/bo-state-
preparation, which also contains a minimal working
example of the optimization routine.
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A Bayesian Optimization
Bayesian optimization (BO) [14, 15] is an optimiza-
tion method designed to find the optimum of a – pos-
sibly noisy and expensive to evaluate – black box func-
tion. In our case, the task is finding the optimal ramp-
ing protocol Ĥ(t) for the time-dependent Hamiltonian
that transforms a given initial state |ψinitial⟩ into the
target state |ψtarget⟩. The quality of a given ramping
protocol is quantified by the fidelity

F = | ⟨ψ(T )|ψtarget⟩ |2 , (4)

where |ψ(T )⟩ is the initial state evolved according to
Ĥ(t) up to the final ramp time T .
To phrase this as a standard optimization problem, we
consider Hamiltonians Ĥ(t) characterized by a set of
parameters {hi(t)}i. Then, we take each Hamiltonian
parameter hi(t) as a piece-wise linear function charac-
terized by a set of time-value tuples {xj = (tj , vj)}j .
The optimization task then becomes minimizing the
cost function

C({xj}j) = 1 −
√
F . (5)

To find optimal values for the parameter set
x = {xj}j , a BO loop, based on the open-source

scikit-optimize package, is run in the following
way: First, the search is initialized by randomly
choosing some xi – typically O(10) points – and
evaluating the corresponding cost function values
C(xi) – either by running an experiment or, in our
case, via numerical simulation. We then use Gaus-
sian processes (GP) [29] to build a surrogate model
C̃(x) of the cost function over the entire parameter
space, based on the set of evaluated points. A GP
is a generalization of the Gaussian distribution,
defining a distribution over functions by replacing
the mean vector and covariance matrix by the mean
function m(x), and the kernel k(x,x′) [29]. Given
a set of previously evaluated points, the GP model
predicts the value of the cost function over the entire
parameter space and gives a measure of the model’s
uncertainty in less-explored areas. Key properties
of the GP model, such as the smoothness of and
variation between sampled functions are controlled
via a set of hyperparameters, which are continually
adjusted during training via maximum-likelihood
estimation. These hyperparameters include the noise
level σF of the data as well as the length scales l
which give the characteristic scale on which functions
sampled from the GP change their value. Control
over these parameters can be a valuable tool to
achieve optimum BO performance. For example,
manually setting σF = 0 for training in the clean
system can boost convergence and contribute to
the low number of iterations needed compared to
training in the noisy setting. We also demonstrate
how limiting the lower bound of l – constraining the
maximum complexity of the constructed model – can
improve robustness while speeding up convergence in
Appendix G.

After the surrogate model is initialized, a new
point xi+1 is suggested based on the existing cost-
function model, and the cost function is subsequently
evaluated at this new point. The new tuple

(xi, C(xi)) (6)

is then used to update C̃(x), completing the loop.
The suggestion xi is made by the acquisition function,
which can prioritize either exploitation – choosing an
xi which minimizes C̃(x), or exploration – choosing
an xi where C̃(x) has high uncertainty. In the lower
confidence bound (LCB) [38] acquisition function

LCB(x) = m(x) + κ σGP(x) (7)

used in this work, this tradeoff is tuned via the hy-
perparameter κ, which sets the weight of the model
uncertainty σGP. In practice, we sweep between these
two strategies, starting with a focus on exploration
(κ ∼ 20) and prioritizing exploitation (κ ∼ 0.2) dur-
ing the final iterations of the optimization. Fig. 3b)
of the main text showcases 4 sweeps of κ and the
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corresponding evaluations of the cost function for a
training run with a total of 500 iterations.
To transfer results from a completed optimization run
to a new one, e.g., to save cost when training on a
noisy system, we replace random initialization with
selected parameter-space points evaluated in the com-
pleted run. The points are selected by an algorithm
detailed in a separate section. The corresponding val-
ues of the cost function are reevaluated in the new
(e.g., noisy) environment, and the resulting (point,
cost) tuples are used to initialize the surrogate model
for the new optimization run.

B Exact Diagonalization Simulation
Exact-diagonalization (ED) simulations are used to
perform ground-state search and time evolution for
the Harper-Hofstadter Hamiltonian [31, 32] on a 4×4
lattice with N = 2 bosons. The parameters tx/y and
∆x/y are the control fields tunable in the experiment
– representing tunneling amplitudes and global lattice
tilts respectively. Site-dependent chemical potentials
µx,y may be introduced to model disorder in the ex-
periment.
For efficiency, we exploit the U(1) symmetry [39], re-
sulting from particle number conservation. As in the
experiment, the initial state is prepared by manually
placing the 2 bosonic particles in the bottom-left cor-
ner of the 4 × 4 lattice, i.e.,

|ψinitial⟩ = â†
0,0â

†
0,1 |0⟩ , (8)

where |0⟩ is the 0-particle state.
Time evolution is performed using the Runge-Kutta
method RK5(4) [40] with a maximum step-size
δtmax = 0.1.
All computations for this work were run on a commer-
cial laptop (Apple M1 Pro processor), where a single
time evolution to T = 100 τ takes ∼ 3 s. When run-
ning BO, fitting the surrogate model becomes more
expensive than time-evolution simulation after about
200 iterations. A typical optimization run to 500 it-
erations takes about 1 h.

C Experimental Disorder Model
For a more realistic description of the experimental
system, we consider disorder in the shape of static
chemical-potential offsets that can be divided into two
components: One as random offsets, and another as
a harmonic confinement.
The random offsets arise due to light scattering on
surfaces, introducing disorder in the optical lattice.
We model these offsets as uncorrelated with a maxi-
mum strength of ∼ 10 − 15 Hz, or about a quarter of
the tunneling amplitude ℏ/τ ∼ 40Hz in the final FQH
state which sets our unit of energy. The harmonic
confinement is introduced by the optical potentials,

x

y

random
offsets

x

y

harmonic
potential

x

y

experimental
disorder

0.2
0.0
0.2

 [
/]=+

Figure 7: Experimental Disorder: Sample of a disorder re-
alization with σ = 0.1 ℏ/τ composed of a random and a
harmonic component.

or walls, that defines the region of interest. The walls
are designed to have a Gaussian shape and are holo-
graphically projected by a digital micromirror device
(DMD) [41]. The DMD is located in the Fourier plane,
and the finite aperture of the DMD limits the sharp-
ness of the walls, resulting in edge offsets that may
be modeled as a harmonic confinement. Thus, on the
4 × 4 lattice, the offset is modeled as having strength
2µDMD in the corners of the lattice and µDMD every-
where else on the edges. The strength µDMD of this
type of disorder is taken to follow the same distribu-
tion as the random offsets, that is µDMD may have
either sign and the two types of disorder are similarly
strong.
In the simulation, we model the disorder µ [ℏ/τ ] as
being Gaussian-distributed with mean 0 and consider
a standard deviation of σ = 0.1 ℏ/τ to be the exper-
imentally realistic disorder level. For each numerical
time evolution, we sample 4×4+1 independent values
from this distribution – one for each single-site offset
and one for the global harmonic one.
We choose this disorder model as opposed to some
other common experimental imperfections such as el-
evated temperatures and particle losses, as these can
be well controlled in the small system by postselect-
ing runs with the correct low-energy initial particle
configuration and final particle number via density
snapshots.

D Adaptive Sampling
To keep the total number of samples used for training
low, while reducing the noise of cost-function evalua-
tions near the optima, we use a simple adaptive sam-
pling technique – increasing the number of samples
based on the fidelity. Starting from a minimum num-
ber of 5 samples, more samples are added if the av-
eraged fidelity is above a threshold value. The proce-
dure continues with higher and higher fidelity thresh-
olds until a predefined maximum number of 50 sam-
ples. We believe this technique to be beneficial as
it allows us to more accurately map out the shape
of discovered optima while saving cost by sacrificing
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accuracy in regions where the fidelity is low.

E Initialization Algorithm
To select the most valuable points in parameter space
to transfer to a new optimization run, we use a sim-
ple heuristic algorithm. Iterating through all evalu-
ated points, a point x is accepted, if it is more than
a predefined distance r away from all previously ac-
cepted points (in terms of the Euclidean distance in
parameter space). If the closest accepted point xacc.

is closer than r, between xacc. and x, the point that
yielded a higher fidelity is accepted. The radius r is
chosen such that ∼ 100 points are accepted in total.
The 10 − 100 points with the highest fidelity are then
used to initialize the new optimization run.
This basic algorithm ensures that the point that
yielded the highest fidelity in the BO run used for
initialization is accepted and reevaluated for the new
optimization. Apart from that, the algorithm prior-
itizes keeping points spread out over the parameter
space (due to the division in ‘bubbles’ of size r) while
keeping points with high fidelity. We therefore expect
this algorithm to succeed in selecting the most im-
portant local optima alongside the global optimum.
We expect it to work well, not only in our situation,
where the location of the global optimum does not
change much when introducing disorder to the sys-
tem but also in more challenging situations, where
the location changes significantly. This is the case
since, in general, we believe the global optimum in a
disordered system to very likely have been a local op-
timum in the ideal system. We discuss this in more
detail in the following sections.

F Brute-Force Search
In the main text, using ramps with 3 linear segments,
we find the best performance in the disordered system
with a ramp very similar to the optimum obtained in
the clean system. To confirm that this is a feature of
the problem setting and not a result of poor optimiza-
tion performance, we perform a brute-force search in
the simpler four-dimensional parameter space charac-
terizing ramps with only 2 linear segments. The fi-
delity with and without experimental disorder is per-
formed within the search area

tx/y ∈ [0.0, 1.2], ∆x/y ∈ [0.0, 4.0], (9)

stepping through a grid with step sizes δtx/y =
δ∆x/y = 0.2. We motivate this uniform grid size,
taking more than 3 times more points for the tilts
∆ than for the hopping amplitudes t by the increased
sensitivity to tilts suggested by the GP models trained
during BO (see main text). Even if optimization per-
formance were to be poor, we trust this general trend
of sensitivities, as it is consistent in all BO training
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Figure 8: Brute-Force Search: The optimization landscape
around the global optimum mapped out in the brute force
search. (a, b) Ramp fidelity for variations of the tilts (a),
and tunneling amplitudes (b) with the 2 remaining parame-
ters fixed to their optimum values (grey text). The value of
each pixel is obtained from a time-evolution simulation of the
corresponding ramping protocol. The white dots indicate the
location of the optimum identified by BO. (c, d) The same
as (a, b), but for the brute-force search carried out in the
disordered system with disorder strength σ = 0.1 ℏ/τ . Each
pixel represents the mean fidelity obtained from evaluating
at least 10 independent disorder realizations.

performed in this work. To evaluate the fidelity in
the presence of disorder, we use an adaptive sampling
technique similar to the one used during noisy train-
ing – ensuring high accuracy in high-fidelity regions
while cutting down on the total number of evalua-
tions. Still, at least 10 independent disorder realiza-
tions are evaluated for each point in the search grid,
so more than 200 000 time-evolution simulations are
carried out for the full brute-force search in the dis-
ordered setting. Optimal fidelity is achieved at

[ tx = 1.0, ty = 0.6, ∆x = 0.2, ∆y = 2.2 ], (10)

determined to be F = 85.8% in the ideal system, and
F = 66(2)% in the system including disorder. Cru-
cially, optimum fidelity with- and without disorder is
reached at the same point in parameter space, so –
within the finite resolution provided by the grid – the
two optima coincide.
BO trained on the clean system with 500 iterations
finds the optimum to be at

[ tx = 1.04, ty = 0.66, ∆x = 0.23, ∆y = 2.21 ],
(11)

with F = 87.8%. These findings confirm that, in our
problem setting, the global optimum of the cost land-
scape does indeed not move much with the introduc-
tion of disorder, and BO can efficiently and correctly
identify said global optimum.
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G Making Use of the Trained Model
Here, we perform a closer investigation of how the sur-
rogate model trained during a BO run can be used to
make predictions about robustness and how training
simpler models can lead to protocols that are more
robust against unknown types of noise.
Since the parameter space in the optimization di-

rectly translates to changes in Hamiltonian parame-
ters over time – just like many types of noise or disor-
der do – we think it is reasonable to believe that the
width of an optimum in parameter space can predict
its performance against unknown types of noise.
If this relation between disorder in the experiment
and noise in parameter space holds true, there is a
simple intuitive picture of what is happening to the
cost function when introducing noise to the system.
In common with other noisy signals, peaks in the op-
timization landscape would be expected to become
wider and flatter with increasing disorder. Depend-
ing on the type and strength of the noise, two distinct
scenarios may occur:

(i) The global optimum widens but remains the
highest peak, thus the location of the global op-
timum does not change much.

(ii) Due to the loss in fidelity, a wider – more robust
– local optimum becomes the new global opti-
mum, thus the location of the global optimum in
parameter space may jump dramatically.

Based on the analysis presented in the main text, as
well as the brute-force mapping of the cost landscape
detailed above, we are confident that our system
and disorder level realize scenario (i) – both for long
(T = 100 τ) and short (T ≤ 20 τ) ramping protocols.
However, dramatic changes in the global optimum’s
location with the introduction of noise have been
reported in the literature [19] indicating scenario
(ii). To look for (ii) in our system and test our
conjecture, we turn to the intermediate ramp time
T = 50 τ . Here, in the clean system, BO identifies
an optimum that it predicts to be extremely narrow
in parameter space. The corresponding control path
and GP model are illustrated in Fig. 9. The figure
also shows the model’s uncertainty, which becomes
high, even very close to the discovered optimum. To
accommodate the narrow optimum, the length-scale
hyperparameters of the GPs become very low during
training, making the uncertainty away from evaluated
points high.
If there is indeed a direct relation between different
types of noise, because the optimum is so narrow,
we would expect this control path to be sensitive to
unknown noises, such as the experimental potential
noise used previously. This is confirmed in Fig. 10.
While the protocol evaluates to F = 81% in the
noiseless system, the fidelity quickly drops with the
onset of noise and falls below that of the manually

designed protocol for moderate to strong noise.

We can go even further, and ask whether the
GP model can not only predict poor performance
against an unknown source of noise but if training
can be actively shaped to avoid unsuitably nar-
row optima. GPs provide natural approaches to
tackle this issue, because they allow bounding the
complexity of the model being constructed. In our
example, by limiting the lower bound of the length
scale hyperparameter, BO identifies an optimum that
lies lower in terms of fidelity but is much wider in
parameter space.
As hypothesized – despite only knowing about the
ideal system – this new protocol is significantly more
robust against the modeled experimental noise (see
Fig. 10). It outperforms the more narrow optimum
at experimentally realistic noise strengths in a mean-
ingful way. The optimum strategy jumps from the
narrow to the wider optimum between σ = 0.05 ℏ/τ
and σ = 0.1 ℏ/τ which we interpret as a realization
of (ii).
We conclude that the surrogate model has predictive
power regarding an optimum’s robustness to un-
known sources of noise reiterating our recommended
strategy to exploit the information contained in
this costly model. We also wish to highlight that
limiting the model’s complexity – as has been
done above using length scale bounds – can not
only produce more robust protocols but also im-
prove the speed of convergence significantly, thus
reducing the cost of training. This is apparent in
the uncertainties of the models compared in Fig 9
where the restricted model features substantially
lower uncertainty after the same number of iterations.

We conclude this discussion with some technical
details about the occurrence of (ii) in our system
(only) at intermediate ramp times. We attribute
this curious behavior to a qualitative transition in
the optimal ramping protocol causing issues due to
the simple parametrization using linear segments
between fixed points in time. In the main text – for
both the experimental and the optimized protocol
– we observed a crossing in the control fields tx(t)
and ty(t), where tx is ramped up from tx = 0.0 to
more than unity and subsequently decreased back to
tx = 1.0 ℏ/τ . This feature is absent in the T = 20 τ
ramp – presumably due to a lack of time. Conse-
quently, there must be a crossover at an intermediate
total time 20 τ ≤ T ≤ 100 τ where both strategies
are equally good. This complicates training and is
likely exacerbated by the rigid parametrization which
does not allow ‘doing nothing’. Similar to longer
protocols, the optimized result for T = 50 τ shown in
Fig. 9 features a crossing tx(t) = ty(t) at 0 < t < T
but has to speed up delocalization in the y-direction
by ramping ∆y to a value significantly below 0.0.
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Figure 9: Different GP Models: Results of 2 independent BO runs with 500 iterations each for an intermediate ramp time
T = 50 τ . Based on different hyperparameter settings, the models identify different optima. Each subfigure ((a), and (b))
shows the optimized ramping protocol (left) and the modeled fidelity-landscape of the 8 control parameters around the optimum
(right). (a) The model after training with the same parameter settings as in the main text. An optimum with fidelity F = 81%
is identified. The optimum is very narrow in parameter space and is especially sensitive to the ∆y control points. The model
uncertainties (shaded areas) away from the optimum are large. (b) GP model with a 10× lower bound for the length scale
hyperparameter than in (a). The lower-complexity model identifies a different optimum in the optimization landscape that lies
lower in terms of fidelity (F = 70%) but is much wider. The model uncertainty around the optimum is very low.
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Figure 10: Robust Models: Fidelities of ramping protocols ob-
tained from constrained and unconstrained training at vary-
ing disorder strength. The error bars indicate the standard
error of the mean fidelity obtained from averaging over 100
disorder realizations. While the ramp trained without any
restrictions features the highest fidelity in the ideal system,
it rapidly loses fidelity with the onset of experimental noise
– even falling below the manually designed protocol when
crossing the experimentally realistic noise strength. The
ramp trained with a simpler BO model with limited length
scales is substantially more robust and retains its performance
advantage over manual design in the presence of strong dis-
order.

Consequently, the control path becomes extremely
sensitive to this ∆y value which turns out to be the
optimization parameter that is assigned the shortest
length scale.

H Larger System
As an outlook beyond the minimal two-particle
Laughlin-like state at filling factor ν = 1/2 that has
been realized experimentally, we conclude with first
results on the N = 4, Lx = Ly = 6 Pfaffian-like state
at ν = 1 proposed by F. Palm et al. [36]. Following
their work, we use the system parameters U = 4 ℏ/τ
and ϕ/2π = 0.16. We then optimize the ground-state
preparation from an initial state of particles pinned
in the corner of the system in a 1 × 4 configuration.
While pinning the particles in a corner of the system
becomes increasingly restrictive when going to larger
systems, we choose this state to most naturally ex-
tend the optimization problem from the N = 2 case.
Combined with the larger Hilbert-space dimension
dim(HN=4) = 82251, compared to dim(HN=2) = 136,
this makes for a significantly more challenging prepa-
ration task, where randomly chosen protocols are ex-
pected to yield almost vanishing fidelity. As the goal
of this work is to allow the preparation of more com-
plex states using contemporary experimental setups,
we perform optimization with the same total protocol
duration and restrictions imposed by Floquet heating
as previously for the smaller system. That is, we again
optimize protocols of total duration T = 100 τ with
the coupling in x-direction only active for a shorter
time Tx = 40 τ . We wish to answer two main ques-
tions:

(i) Can we still find good preparation protocols for
the larger system? How do these compare to the
adiabatic protocol for the smaller system?

(ii) Can we use the knowledge gained in the small
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Figure 11: Transfer to Larger System: BO training for the
N = 4, Lx = Ly = 6, ν = 1 state. (a) The optimized
protocol for the two-particle ν = 1/2 state from Section 4.
(b) Optimized ramping protocol for the larger ν = 1 state
obtained by transferring training data: 50 protocols from the
training of (a) are used to initialize the surrogate model.
(c) Comparison between training initialized with 50 trans-
ferred points and random initialization with 10 points. The
transfer approach is much more efficient, reaching F > 70%
in less than 200 iterations. The shaded orange region marks
the evaluation of transferred data points. The optimized
Laughlin ramp prepares the larger ν = 1 state with F = 13%
(Iteration = 0; orange) – significantly better than random
protocols, but far from optimal.

system to boost optimization efficiency for the
more complex state?

In order to answer these questions, we perform two
separate BO runs with 500 iterations each. The first
run follows the procedure described in Section 4, us-
ing 10 random initial points, while the second run
uses initial points collected from training on the
small systems following the initialization algorithm
described in Section E. The performance of these two
approaches is compared in Fig. 11. While the ‘cold-
start’ approach that uses random initialization con-
tinues to find better and better protocols as training
goes on, the rate of improvement is low, reaching only
F = 22% after 500 iterations. The transfer approach
performs much better, reaching fidelities as high as
F = 75%. While the optimized protocol for theN = 2
system is not directly applicable to the larger system
(F = 13%), the qualitative strategy does not change.
Fig. 12 compares the evolution of the density profile
for the optimized protocol in the two system sizes.
The optimization performance was boosted mas-

sively by utilizing knowledge of the smaller system.
This extends a previous report of efficient scaling in
the system size [20] to a case featuring different model
parameters (U and α) and a different target state. In
summary, the transfer technique allows us to posi-
tively answer both (i) and (ii). For our system, op-
timization allows preparing a significantly more com-
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Figure 12: Particle Density: Evolution of the density profile
from the initial state of pinned particles comparing different
system sizes. The plots on the left show the density distri-
bution at different times during the ramp. The rightmost
plot shows the density profile of the (target) ground state.
(a) Smaller system of 2 particles on 4 × 4 sites evolving ac-
cording to the optimized protocol from Section 4. (b) Larger
system of 4 particles on 6 × 6 sites evolving according to the
optimized protocol obtained via transfer learning.

plex state at a higher fidelity than the manual bench-
mark on the small system with the same experimen-
tal constraints. For reference, applying the manual
protocol to the N = 4 system results in F = 3.4%
while a simple linear ramp for all control fields has
F = 9.7 × 10−7. Additionally, optimization on a
small system easily tractable using numerics was able
to dramatically reduce the costs of optimization on a
much more demanding system.
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